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Abstract: GIS is a capable device which configuration to Capture, store, control, investigates, oversee, and exhibit spatial or
geographic information. GIS innovation enables a city to view inquiry and comprehend information from numerous points of
view. It is anything but difficult to see connections, examples and patterns as GIS-based maps, reports and outlines. Learning of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is an undeniably looked for after ability in ventures from agriculture.GIS can assume an
indispensable part in empowering government interface where nationals can share grievances, Smart Cities are information
based urban areas that have additional customary capacities to act naturally mindful and work 24x7 continuously to give
palatable lifestyle to its natives. This paper portrays the effect of GIS for changing over the urban areas as shrewd urban areas
Keywords: GIS Geographical Information Systems, Global Positioning System, Smart City.
I. INTRODUCTION
A 'SMART CITY' is a urban district that is profoundly cutting-edge regarding general foundation, manageable land,
correspondences and market reasonability. It is a city where data innovation is the important framework and the reason for giving
fundamental administrations to occupants. There are numerous mechanical stages included, including however not restricted to
mechanized sensor systems and server farms. The idea of shrewd urban communities started when the whole world was confronting
one of the most noticeably awful monetary emergencies. In 2008, IBM started chip away at a 'more intelligent urban communities'
idea as a feature of its Smarter Planet activity. Start of 2009, the idea had enthralled the creative ability of different countries over
the globe. In the approach of the Smart Cities Mission, the goal is to advance urban communities that give center foundation and
give a tolerable personal satisfaction to its subjects, a perfect and economical condition. The 21st Century is confronting significant
difficulties for mankind. Urban arranging, environmental change, natural issues, non-inexhaustible assets, social and monetary
improvement, expanding populaces city frameworks, Governance and Funding and so on. More prominent accentuation on urban
communities needs urban communities to think freely for monetary development and manageability of different frameworks.
II. ROLE OF GIS IN SMART CITIES
Urban ranges are getting swarmed every day. Improvement of self-supporting urban areas have all the earmarks of being a substitute
answer for this issue. Innovation is assuming a noteworthy part in self-maintaining urban communities. These urban communities
are empowering computerization and constant coordinated city checking and administration through a system of sensors, cameras,
remote gadgets and server farms. An easier approach to take a gander at these keen urban areas is consider them to be produced
urban range that makes practical monetary advancement and high caliber of life by rising above different key regions like economy,
condition, versatility, administration, vitality effectiveness, An incorporated data framework in view of GIS gives an IT structure,
which coordinates each partner as well as each part of savvy city forms – beginning from conceptualization, arranging, and
improvement to support. Land Information Systems or GIS utilizes different apparatuses for gathering area improved data past
maps. Over the period GIS has risen up out of simply being a guide based distinguishing proof in the land based accumulation of
data. GIS is extremely valuable in the forecast of different atmosphere changes happens in the Environment. GIS is very useful in
the prediction of various climate changes occurs in the Environment.
III. COMPONENTS OF GIS
By and large GIS comprises of five key parts: Hardware, Software, Data, People, and Strategies. A GIS should in this way give a
variety of capacities that help the basic leadership process.
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A. Hardware
Equipment is a PC part on which a GIS works. GIS programming keeps running on a different sorts of equipment, all the running
applications require organize design run from desktop to top of the line frameworks.
B. Software
A Geographic Information System (GIS Software) is intended to store, recover, oversee, show, and examine a wide range of
geographic and spatial information. GIS programming gives you a chance to create maps and other realistic showcases of
geographic data for investigation and introduction.
C. Data
Most imperative segment of a GIS is the information. Geographic information and related unthinkable information can be gathered
in-house or bought from a business information supplier. A GIS will coordinate spatial information with other information assets
and can even utilize a DBMS, utilized by most associations to compose and keep up their information, to oversee spatial
information.
D. People
GIS innovation is of restricted an incentive without the general population who deal with the framework and create plans for
applying it to true issues. GIS clients go from specialized masters who outline and keep up the framework to the individuals who
utilize it to enable them to play out their ordinary work.
E. Strategies
A fruitful GIS works as per a very much outlined arrangement and business rules, which are the models and working practices one
of a kind to every association.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is something other than delineate. For urban advancement and its supportability, GIS
innovation has the potential and capacity to be utilized to "drive arranging emotionally supportive network
IV. NEED OF GEOINFORMATION
A geoinformation framework's quality lies by they way it can break down spatial information. GIS enable clients to get to and even
oversee authoritative information (e.g. asset information, tax collection information and geographic area, and so forth.). The
methodology and procedures recorded beneath are normal for GIS. Spatially guided information recovery from a database with the
goal that clients can look for information as indicated by particular attributes.
Regionalization and characterization of spatial wonders, speculation
Survey of spatial articles (ranges, separates in outright and relative space and so forth.).
Geographic superposition of various themes from compatible and non-consistent models.
Connection and system examination (counting spatial insights). GIS can get to and oversee a lot of spatial information. Successful
information get to should make it conceivable to play out an expansive range of intuitive questions on the area and related qualities
of spatial information. The framework should be composed so as to show a vast level of adaptability to suit the individual needs of a
wide assortment of clients.
V. SMART CITIES IN INDIA
Agra in Uttarpradesh A city that houses one of the seven marvels of the world, Taj Mahal, Agra is arranged on the banks of the
River Yamuna in Uttar Pradesh. Around 206 kilometers toward the south of Delhi and 378 kilometers from the state capital of
Lucknow, Agra is a standout amongst the most populated urban areas of Uttar Pradesh. It is likewise part of the Golden Triangle
extend, alongside Jaipur and Delhi. At show, Agra has an airplane terminal that takes into account minimal effort bearers and Air
India flights. The city is served by the focal railroads line between Mumbai-Delhi and Chennai-Delhi. Agra has three fundamental
railroad stations – the Agra Fort, the Agra Cantonment, and the Agra City Railway Station.
Ajmer in Rajasthan A city in Rajasthan, Ajmer gets its name from 'Ajeya Meru' (the invulnerable slope). This journey city is found
400 kms far from Delhi and 132 kms from the state capital of Jaipur and is home to the celebrated dargah of Moinuddin Chishti,
otherwise called the Ajmer Sharif dargah. The city is likewise well known for lodging the Board of Secondary Education for
Rajasthan and furthermore, the eminent Mayo College.
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Aurangabad in Maharashtra The city is also known for its commercial and infrastructural development that has boosted Amritsar’s
real estate sector. Amritsar lies along the GT Road which connects it to Delhi and Lahore. It has its own airport, the Guru Ramdas
International Airport or Raja Sansi International Airport.
Gwalior in Madhya Pradesh A city of authentic importance in Madhya Pradesh, Gwalior is considered as a counter magnet to the
Tier-I land markets. Arranged 319 kms south of Delhi and encompassed by modern and business zones of abutting locale, it has a
few managerial and legal associations.
Madurai in Tamilnadu Madurai is a city in Tamil Nadu located on the banks of River Vaigai. Madurai is known as a Tier II cities of
India. Many software companies are setting up their offices in Madurai. Under National Information Technology Development
Program, Software Technology Parks of India, an agency of the Government of India, has given great benefits to the companies.
The government has planned two IT-based Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in Madurai.
VI. SMART CITY BENEFITS
The Smart Cities Mission is an intense new activity by the Government of India to drive monetary development and enhance the
personal satisfaction of individuals by empowering neighborhood improvement and saddling innovation as a way to make savvy
results for subjects.
The general population will access a great deal of cutting edge offices like brilliant transportation offices, power through keen
framework, propelled applications, current innovation to change city government and different arrangements. The savvy city
mission will digitize India, enabling government to trench paper-based reports and receive present day method for creating reports
and dealing with work
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper portrays how the GIS assume a fundamental part in smart cities. Urban communities are becoming speedier than the total
populace. It is progressively trying for substantial and quickly developing urban communities to deal with their operations.. GIS will
assume a noteworthy part in creating savvy urban areas that assistance organizers genuinely comprehend our ordinary assignments.
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